Chemomechanical synchronization in heterogeneous self-oscillating gels.
Using computational modeling, we introduce patches of self-oscillating gels undergoing the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction into a nonreactive polymer network and thereby demonstrate how these BZ gels can be harnessed to impart remarkable functionality to the entire system. By first focusing on two adjacent patches of BZ gels, we show that the patches' oscillations can become synchronized in phase or out of phase, with the oscillation frequency depending on the synchronization mode and the spatial separation between these domains. We then apply these results to an array of five adjacent BZ patches and by varying the distance between these pieces, we dramatically alter the dynamical behavior of the patterned gel. For example, the sample can be made to exhibit a unidirectional traveling wave or display a concerted expansion and contraction, properties that are valuable for creating gel-based devices, such as micropumps and microactuators. The findings point to a "modular" design approach, which can impart different functionality simply by arranging identical pieces of BZ gels into distinct spatial arrangements within a polymer matrix.